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Appendix!A!–!Beckman!Interview!1:!June!2012!
!
[Harbison!questions!in!bold,!some!excerpts!of!which!were!first!published!in!“Image!
Games”,!in!Frieze!150!(October!2012):!220!–!227.]!
!
1.!Were!there!particular!Piaget!texts!that!you!were!influenced!by!for!the!early!
trilogy?!!
!
I!was!pretty!absorbed!in!Piaget’s!work!and!all!matters!of!learning!and!consciousness.!I!
read!many!texts!by!Jean!Piaget!but!these!stand!out!in!my!memory!in!this!order:!
1. Genetic!Epistemology!
2. The!Child's!Conception!of!the!World!
3. The!Child's!Construction!of!Reality!!
4. Play!Dreams!&!Imitation!
5. Understanding!Causality!
!
2.!Does!the!writing!continue!to!inform!the!works,!or!was!it!more!of!an!early!
departure!point?!Are!there!other!strategies!that!have!since!informed!gaming!or!play!
in!the!work?!!
!
I!would!agree!it!was!a!startingYoff!point,!but!one!that!lasted!about!six!to!seven!years.!
These!writings!stayed!with!me!up!to!‘Cinderella’.!After!‘Cinderella’,!I!went!to!Geneva!to!
do!a!residency!in!summer!of!1989,!and!I!read!everyday!at!the!Institute!in!the!hope!of!
rekindling!my!interest!but!that!didn’t!happen.!For!‘You!the!Better’!I!researched!
children’s!games!in!various!cultures!at!the!Anthropology!department!of!the!New!York!
Public!Library.!I!was!looking!specifically!for!similarities!in!game!props!(i.e.!ball!and!stick!
games)!in!game!strategies!and!rules.!I!looked!for!game!motifs!that!appeared!in!various!
cultures!at!different!times,!motifs!that!evolved!as!the!games!evolved!and!that!
resonated!in!particular!cultures.!I!felt!these!motifs!amplified!the!social!productivity!of!
these!games!and!their!role!in!consensus!building.!For!‘Cinderella’!I!did!fairytale!
research!in!versions!by!Bruno!Bettelheim,!Jack!Zipes,!and!Marie!Louise!Von!Franz.!Both!
‘Cinderella’!and!‘Hiatus’!were!conceived!as!examples!of!interactive!games,!‘You!The!
Better’!was!a!gambling!game,!and!‘Cinderella’!was!an!example!of!interactive!narrative!
for!girls.!!
!
For!‘Hiatus’!my!readings!and!research!centred!on!science,!specifically!string!theory.!I!
was!trying!to!understand!space!as!a!mathematical!structure!and!the!connection!
between!space!and!time.!I!read!‘Time!Wars’!by!Jeremy!Rifkin!(1987),!‘Unfolding!
Meanings’!by!David!Bohm!(1996)!and!‘What!Computers!Can’t!Do’!by!Hubert!Dreyfus!
(1972).!I!visited!NASA!Ames!Research!Centre!to!test!the!Virtual!Reality!goggle!devices!
and!to!learn!more!about!this!technology!as!a!gaming!tool.!I!had!extensive!dialogue!
with!Jaron!Lanier!and!Scott!Fisher!from!the!team!there.!But!the!most!important!read!
for!me!was!Henri!Bergson’s!‘Memory!and!Matter’!(1896).!This!book!discusses!the!
relationship!between!memory,!movement,!perception!and!image.!Bergson!created!a!
circuit!model!of!memory!that!starts!with!a!single!perceived!detail,!whereby!intellectual!
expansion!or!added!perception!of!the!field!that!surrounds!that!memory!enlarges,!so!
the!memory!is!not!rebuilt!but!becomes!a!system.!Like!my!reading!of!Piaget!I!read!it!
poetically,!not!academically.!His!concepts!felt!true!and!in!harmony!with!Piaget,!but!
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much!larger.!!
!
3.!What!version!of!Cinderella’!(1986)!did!you!chose,!and!how!did!you!fashion!its!
translationCadaption!of!the!format!into!a!computer!game?!!!
!
I!read!over!200!versions!of!this!fairytale!in!my!research!and!modeled!this!film!on!an!
interactive!game,!where!the!linear!storyline!would!intersect!vertical!indices!where!the!
story!could!pivot!and!change.!These!indices!were,!for!example,!the!clothing!that!
concealed!the!girl,!which!existed!as!a!symbol!in!all!the!stories.!The!dress!had!many!
variations.!So!mine!became!a!knot!dress!or!score!board!so!to!speak,!which!then!turned!
into!a!web,!and!from!that!it!morphed!into!a!cave!for!her!to!hide!in.!Like!my!game!
research!in!‘You!The!Better’,!I!looked!for!similarities!in!graphic!motifs,!like!the!basic!
story!structures!that!remained!intact!irrespective!of!its!different!cultural!and!historical!
contexts.!Vladimir!Propp’s!‘Morphology!of!a!Folktale’!(1958)!helped!me!to!organise!my!
readings!and!responses!to!all!the!versions!of!this!story!that!had!been!suppressed.!!
!
4.!‘Hiatus’!(1999)!preCempts!a!lot!of!contemporary!work,!after!the!euphoria!of!1990s!
'netCart',!when!new!modes!of!information!distribution!are!under!suspicion!and!life!
lived!partially!online!is!understood!as!a!more!claustrophobic,!cavernous!space,!
rather!than,!necessarily,!a!bountiful,!democratic!one.!Would!you!imagine!‘Hiatus’!
female!protagonist!as!an!extension!of!the!‘Cinderella’!character,!both!trapped!in!a!
particular!technoCsocial!environment,!who!must!use!her!wit!and!various!powers!to!
escape?!!
!
After!making!Cinderella!I!took!a!Jungian!Fairytale!Analysis!class!that!changed!how!I!
thought!about!a!narrative!structure.!So!this!film!was!my!fairytale!for!a!contemporary!
girl.!I!was!interested!in!the!construction!of!space!as!an!expression!of!identity,!first!
introduced!to!me!by!artist!Vito!Acconci.!I!worked!with!him!in!the!midY1970s!and!
appeared!in!his!‘Red!Tapes’!(1976).!!!
!
Researching!the!work,!I!visited!the!company!in!Los!Angeles!that!was!designing!‘Zelda’,!
an!interactive!game!for!girls.!I!also!had!extensive!dialogue!with!members!of!the!Virtual!
Reality!community!in!Mountain!View,!California!in!the!early!1990’s,!which!probably!
played!more!in!the!development!of!this!film!than!any!fairytale.!But!when!actually!
looking!at!these!early!immersive!technologies!and!experiencing!them!myself,!I!found!
that!the!reality!was!quite!different!from!what!people!imagined.!Cognitive!dissonance!
was!one!side!effect!of!Virtual!Reality!and!presented!a!huge!obstacle!to!overcome.!This!
is!when!you!experience!a!time!lag!between!your!action!and!the!result!of!that!action!in!
the!space!or!on!an!object.!The!computer!altered!what!you!had!learned!to!be!a!true!
time!frame,!and!the!result!was!motion!sickness.!The!artist!I!was!in!dialogue!most!with!
at!this!time!was!Tony!Oursler!since!we!were!both!exploring!identity.!He!was!thinking!
about!dolls!and!alien!voices,!and!I!was!thinking!about!a!creative!virtual!game!where!
people!built!complex!identities!out!of!borrowed!material.!‘Hiatus’!refers!to!the!name!
of!the!online!game!my!female!protagonist!plays,!plus!it!refers!to!the!period!in!which!
she!broke!from!her!personal!game!to!deal!with!an!online!intruder.!
!
5.!What!are!the!technical!reasons!you!shot!in!a!darkened!studio?!
!
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When!I!shoot!film!in!a!darkened!studio,!the!part!of!the!image!where!there!is!black!
exposes!the!emulsion.!So!I!always!rewind!the!film!in!my!camera!and!shoot!a!second!
pass.!I!usually!shoot!the!live!action!first!and!use!a!stopwatch!to!time!the!event,!then!I!
rewind!the!film!and!shoot!the!animation.!In!my!film!Hiatus,!I!shot!up!to!16!layers.!I!
keep!a!notebook!where!I!draw!each!live!action!frame!and!use!that!as!a!visual!reference!
for!the!animation.!I!never!see!how!any!of!this!turns!out!until!I!get!the!film!back!from!
the!lab.!So!it!is!not!very!controlled.!The!important!thing!is!that!I!can!build!up!many!
layers!on!the!film!without!loosing!any!quality!to!the!image,!unlike!digital,!where!you!
have!to!use!a!!'transparency'!tool!to!achieve!the!same!multiple!exposure!effect.!
This!removes!some!luminance!and!some!of!the!colour.!In!film,!there!is!a!blending!of!
the!image!and!the!colour!when!you!double!expose!the!stock.!I!am!waiting!for!digital!to!
work!more!like!film.!
!
For!Paul's!scene![Paul!McMahon,!‘You!The!Better’]!I!used!a!Fuji!single!SuperY8!camera.!
It!has!a!cartridge!much!like!an!audiocassette!where!the!camera!can!rewind!the!film!
into!the!cassette.!I!use!this!camera!also!because!it!has!an!LED!frame!counter,!making!it!
easier!to!keep!track!of!where!I!am!on!the!film!for!my!animation.!
!
6.!Did!you!do!much!colour!treatment!afterwards?!!!
!
No!what!you!see!is!what!you!get!on!the!film.!There!is!no!postYproduction!colour,!no!
digital!colour!added.!I!do!most!of!my!colour!by!adding!colour!gels!to!the!lights!and!by!
painting!the!sets,!much!the!same!way!it!is!done!in!a!studio!art!department.!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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!
Appendix!B!–!Beckman!Interview!2:!September!2013!
!
[Harbison!questions!in!bold.!Parts!of!this!conversation!originally!published!in!Ericka!
Beckman:!Image!Games,!Tate!Modern,!September!2013:!5!Y!7]!
!
!
1.!What!was!the!most!positive!outcome!of!your!recent!retrospective!at!Kunsthalle!
Bern?!
!
One!positive!outcome!was!deciding!what!to!do!in!future!work.!I!began!programming!
multiple!screens!and!light!sources!to!create!an!animated!room.!Now,!I!want!to!make!
all!the!parts!of!my!films!talk!to!each!other!in!a!space!rather!than!just!on!the!screen.!In!
my!next!work!I!want!to!extend!the!film!into!the!room!itself!by!using!multiple!screens,!
animated!props!and!lights!and!separating!the!sound!from!the!image.!It!sounds!a!bit!
like!Puppet!Theatre,!but!it’s!not.!It’s!more!like!a!spatial!cutting,!or!cutting!three!
dimensionally.!My!films!have!always!used!space!whether!it!is!a!darkened!studio!where!
anything!visible!is!illuminated!by!a!specific!light!source,!or!other!films!which!have!an!
internal!structure!that!is!expressed!spatially,!as!in!‘Out!of!Hand’!and!‘You!the!Better’.!I!
now!want!to!make!installations.!Secondly,!and!just!as!importantly,!I!was!able!to!
connect!with!many!younger!artists,!curators!and!writers!and!received!feedback!that!
my!work!is!quite!relevant!to!today.!This!is!a!great!satisfaction!because!I!always!wanted!
to!be!seen!as!an!artist!and!not!just!as!an!experimental!filmmaker.!
!
2.!Can!you!expand!on!that!distinction?!!
!
These!distinctions!between!artist!and!experimental!filmmaker!have!dissolved!as!a!
result!of!boundless!efforts!of!various!artists!since!the!1970s.!However,!since!I!have!
never!produced!an!art!commodity,!my!work!has!been!ignored!by!commercial!galleries.!
I!went!to!London!in!the!midY1970s!to!show!at!the!London!Filmmakers!CoYop.!I!used!the!
film!as!a!format!rather!than!video,!so!was!adopted!by!the!experimental!film!
community!as!a!‘new!voice’.!!I!believe!my!SuperY8!work!had!an!impact!on!that!
community!but!because!the!few!writers!of!that!time!who!ventured!to!support!it!were!
from!an!experimental!film!community,!I!was!quite!secluded!from!the!art!community;!
there!was!a!distinction!back!then.!Only!Amy!Taubin!crossed!over!to!write!for!an!arts!
publication.!The!others!went!on!to!mainstream!newspapers,!journals!or!more!
academic!work.!!
!
3.!Can!you!explain!the!‘thematic!groupings’!of!the!early!SuperC8!or!‘Piaget!Trilogy’?!
!
Originally!they!were!created!as!a!group!to!explore!imageYformation!in!consciousness,!
as!I!proceeded!to!read!all!of!Jean!Piaget’s!writing!on!the!subject!of!children’s!language!
and!abstract!concept!formations.!‘We!Imitate,!We!Break!Up’!was!devoted!to!showing!
the!process!of!image!formation.!Piaget!proved!though!his!detailed!and!systematic!
studies!that!a!mental!image!is!formed!prior!to!language!and!is!based!on!a!physical!
action!in!the!world,!that!only!when!this!image!becomes!stable!does!the!world!around!
the!child!become!stable!and!the!child!can!then!give!names!to!things!in!the!world.!‘The!
Broken!Rule’!was!a!film!to!show!the!differentiation!between!the!formation!of!social!
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rules!and!the!creation!of!a!personal!rule.!I!wanted!to!show!that!once!they!are!
differentiated!they!could!coYexist.!‘Out!of!Hand’!was!a!film!to!show!how!an!abstract!
image!or!sign!can!represent!a!memory!or!an!event!and!how!that!image!is!tested,!
gathers!power!through!these!tests!and!thus!becomes!stable!and!actualised.!!
!
4.!I!wonder!what!you!think!the!common!features!of!your!films!might!be?!
!
I!realise!that!I!am!interested!in!everything!that!can!be!substituted!for!language,!which!
works!the!same!way!as!language!works!to!communicate!and!unite!people.!I!am!drawn!
to!the!sublingual!experience,!rhythmical!patterns!of!energy!and!the!structuring!of!
those!patterns.!This!sublingual!experience!is!based!on!action!and!the!communication!
of!that!action.!I!have!often!said!I!am!interested!in!how!to!‘perform!an!image’.!I!am!
increasingly!aware!that!I!connect!to!artists!at!the!turn!of!the!19th!century!who!were!
interested!in!forms!of!new!media!that!describe!the!experience!of!synesthesia.!
!
5.!The!quest!for!gaining!freedom!or!liberation!of!various!kinds!seems!a!common!
theme!in!the!work,!were!these!works!intuited!representations!of!people/young!
women!in!the!world?!
!
In!my!game!research!there!comes!a!distinction!between!games!for!girls!and!games!for!
boys!once!the!participants!are!past!10!years!of!age.!Before!that!it!is!games!for!all!
gender.!There!are!many!variations!of!competitive!sports!for!boys!that!develop!for!
these!young!athletes,!with!few!new!initiatives!for!girls,!aside!from!gymnastics,!
cheerleading,!skating!and!other!forms!of!choreographic!display.!After!‘You!The!Better’!
I!wanted!to!explore!stories!told!through!games!for!girls.!It!was!a!conscious!choice!to!
represent!myself!in!the!work!and!to!embrace!that!gendered!perspective.!!
!
[In!1986]!Lizzie!Borden!had!just!moved!to!LA!to!direct!porn!for!women!for!the!Playboy!
channel!as!I!was!completing!‘Cinderella’.!There!was!a!lot!of!energy!about!for!women!to!
create!new!media!for!their!voices.!‘Cinderella’!marked!a!turn!for!me!in!that!I!stopped!
working!with!maleYcentric!competitive!games.!!Instead!I!turned!to!the!game!format!to!
describe!an!essential!feminist!story.!I!found!Cinderella!stories!chronicled!in!two!large!
volumes!collected!by!two!women.!In!those!volumes!I!found!that!it!was!a!story!that!was!
read!to!young!women!to!teach!a!young!girl!how!to!be!strong!if!she!lost!her!family!and!
found!herself!independent.!I!found!the!stories!horrifying!actually,!in!that!early!on!she!
was!purposely!familiarised!with!the!concept!of!torture!and!disgrace.!So!instead!of!
making!a!dramatic!film,!I!decided!to!set!the!essential!message!in!a!form!of!
communication!that!could!replace!the!story!as!a!teaching!aid;!the!game.!‘Cinderella’!
was!a!critique!of!this!familiar!story!and!its!use!for!the!perpetuation!of!the!notion!of!
women!as!a!commodity!worth!acquiring.!
!
For!my!film!‘Hiatus’,!I!did!research!at!the!NASA!Ames!Research!Centre!to!speak!to!
scientists!exploring!virtual!reality,!and!at!a!LA!game!company!for!interactive!console!
games!for!girls.!My!film!‘Switch!Center’!was!a!tribute!to!the!end!of!the!20th!century,!
both!as!a!romanticisation!of!mechanical!world!and!acknowledgement!of!its!division!of!
labour!and!fantasy,!the!end!of!a!division!between!labour!and!leisure,!the!end!of!
believing!in!labour!as!a!powerful!force.!It!was!2001,!the!end!of!a!century,!the!end!of!
Cold!War,!the!end!of!celluloid,!and!I!was!aware!of!the!impossibility!of!reYanimating!a!
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factory!that!was!about!to!be!demolished.!Nostalgia!abounded!at!its!core.!Hence!the!
final!image!of!clearing!the!land!for!something!new,!as!the!longYgone!princess!looks!out!
on!the!past!gone.!!
!
6.!Were!you!conscious!of!and!interested!in!other!writers,!artists!and!filmmakers!with!
specific!feminist!or!queer!agendas!from!the!1970s!and!1980s?!
!
Feminist!yes,!Yvonne!Rainer,!Lizzie!Bordon!and!Trisha!Browne!were!big!influences.!!I!
was!also!reading!work!by!Marie!Von!Franz,!Helene!Cixous,!Donna!Haraway,!Angela!
Carter!and!Jack!Zipes.!Queer,!not!really.!That!for!me!was!the!nineties,!and!I!was!
reading!everything!about!cybernetics,!artificial!intelligence,!Virtual!Reality!and!string!
theory.!
!
7.!Your!work!is!sometimes!associated!with!the!‘Pictures’!generation,!is!that!
appropriate?!
!
This!was!a!very!small!group!of!artists!who!showed!photographs!at!Artist!Space!in!1977.!
I!believe!it!was!Craig!Owens!who!coined!the!title!in!an!Art!in!America.!I!was!not!part!of!
that!show,!although!the!artists!were!all!my!friends!and!colleagues.!Since!the!term!has!
adopted!many!more!artists,!as!you!can!see!from!the!retrospective!‘Pictures!
Generation’!show!at!the!Metropolitan!Museum!in!2009.!But!saying!this!is!by!no!means!
to!say!that!I!don’t!feel!an!affiliation.!It!was!my!specific!generation!of!friends!and!we!all!
supported!each!other’s!work,!which!was!so!essential!for!its!survival!at!the!time!when!
there!were!no!galleries!for!us.!
!
Specific!to!the!‘Pictures!Generation’!group!was!photography.!I!had!no!interest!in!
photography,!although!I!tried!working!in!it!for!many!years!between!1975Y1980.!It!felt!
dead!to!me.!I!wanted!to!work!in!film,!an!active!fluid!medium.!Aside!from!this!specific!
media!affiliation,!we!shared!an!interest!in!the!‘image’!that!is!stored!and!has!special!
significance!in!our!mind.!How!it!gets!there!was!my!question.!I!shared!that!with!Matt!
Mullican,!my!closest!friend!from!the!‘Picture!Generation’!group.!We!were!both!
interested!in!memory!and!in!subjectivity;!specifically!the!way!that!is!separate!from!
culturally!inscribed!images.!Basically!we!believed!that!our!memory!is!a!vast!storage!
system!for!all!these!images.!Specifically!we!were!interested!in!how!these!images!are!
organised!and!retrieved,!and!how!these!images!are!ordered!in!each!individual!in!a!
systematic!way.!The!common!sources!of!imageYfascination!for!this!group!were!the!
images!that!created!meaning!or!‘learning’!for!young!children,!images!on!TV,!music!
videos,!advertising,!and!fashion!styling,!quite!prescribed!by!social!groups.!
!
8.!Throughout!the!works,!athletic!or!intellectual!competition!become!a!metaphor!for!
aspiration!and!class!and!gender!struggle;!some!games!are!setCups,!never!to!be!won.!
Is!that!observation!fair?!
!
Certainly!this!is!true!for!‘The!Broken!Rule’!and!‘Cinderella’,!where!turning!away!from!
the!game!yielded!more!confidence!for!the!players!than!succeeding!to!fulfil!the!
requirements!of!the!game.!‘Hiatus’!goes!into!the!game!full!force!and!plays!it!out.!‘You!
The!Better’!was!a!set!of!games!for!guys!that!got!progressively!more!difficult!as!the!
rules!changed!on!them.!With!each!rule!change!there!were!new!physical!challenges.!
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Once!they!succeeded!to!conquer!those!challenges,!a!new!game!would!be!imposed!on!
them.!They!were!in!it!to!achieve!excellence!in!the!sport.!Since!this!was!a!gambling!
game,!they!thought!they!were!playing!for!the!bettor,!and!that!the!‘house’!was!there!to!
compete!against,!thinking!that!the!house!was!the!rule!changer.!They!were!under!an!
illusion!that!they!could!win!if!they!could!figure!out!each!new!rule!change!but!this!was!a!
noYwin!game!for!them.!So!you!are!right,!it!was!set!up!so!they!couldn’t!win.!However!in!
this!film,!I!wanted!to!focus!on!the!illusion!of!power,!the!fantasy!that!you!can!outYsmart!
or!outYperform!the!game.!In!gambling,!people!are!addicted!precisely!for!this!reason.!
They!feel!they!can!outYstrategise!the!system.!The!capitalist!system,!represented!in!my!
film!as!‘House’,!employs!this!fantasy!to!conceal!its!motives!in!a!game.!By!keeping!the!
rules!changing,!the!competition!is!the!focus!for!the!players,!and!what!they!don’t!see!is!
the!mechanics!of!the!game,!the!real!probability!of!wins!vs.!losses.!
!
Your!more!recent!works!are!not!scripted!or!performed!by!‘players’,!there!is!less!
choral!accompaniment!and!they!are!not!filmed!in!studios!with!props.!What!motives!
the!move!away!from!some!of!the!narrative!and!figurative!structures!that!have!
underpinned!the!work!so!far?!
!
My!move!away!from!black!studio!work!was!a!practical!one.!I!got!too!bogged!down!
with!the!making!of!these!inYcamera!effects,!and!I!didn’t!want!to!go!digital!(I!still!resist!
going!digital!for!animation!because!I!like!making!things!with!my!hands).!After!‘Hiatus’,!I!
thought!if!I!did!something!very!spontaneous!I!could!find!a!new!way!of!working.!The!
three!works!from!2001Y12!were!tests!for!me!to!see!if!I!could!respond!to!whatever!
situation!at!hand,!and!to!make!a!work!without!the!insistence!on!multiple!layers!and!
complex!imaging.!Plus,!I!wanted!to!be!outdoors.!The!Kunsthalle!Bern!exhibit!this!
summer!opened!the!door!to!studio!work!again!for!me.!Now!I!envision!a!new!work!
where!the!screens!talk!to!each!other!and!to!the!sounds,!colours!and!props!that!are!in!
the!room!with!the!films.!I!plan!to!design!a!film!experience!that!is!spread!out!across!
various!media!as!an!installation.!I!look!forward!to!collaborating!with!performers!and!
musicians!again.!
!
!
!
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!
Appendix!C!–!Beckman!Interview!3:!February!2014!
!
[Harbison!questions!in!bold]!
!
!
1.!Is!Wang!the!name!of!the!bad!cowboy?!What!is!the!significance!of!this!name,!if!
any?!
!
In!1990!I!was!invited!by!the!Public!Art!Fund!to!design!a!Media!Board!in!New!York’s!
Times!Square.!I!created!an!advertisement!for!a!fake!Pan!Asian!company!called!‘Gitso!
Trust’,!which!turned!outdated!military!equipment!into!farming!equipment.!My!
character’s!name!Wang!was!then!born.!I!also!was!aware!that,!its!peak!in!the!1980s,!
Wang!Laboratories!had!huge!annual!revenues!(of!$3!billion)!and!employed!a!huge!
number!of!people!(over!33,000).!It!was!one!of!the!leading!companies!during!the!time!
of!the!‘Massachusetts!Miracle’.!At!the!time!the!company!was!directed!by!a!Dr.!Wang,!
an!early!Steve!Jobs.!!
!
2.!Were!you!aware!of!other!artists!making!work!at!this!time!(mid!1990s),!concerned!
with!virtual!technologies!but!manifesting!in!analogue,!manual!animations?!
!
Julia!Sher,!Peter!Weibel,!Valie!Export!and!Tony!Oursler!all!come!to!mind.!
!
3.!For!‘Hiatus’,!what!was!Wanda’s!costume!design!brief?!!
!
Wanda’s!costume!was!made!in!Paris!by!Sandra!Reid!who!sewed!for!the!Paris!Opera!
Company.!I!sent!her!the!materials,!rubber!tubing!and!sketches.!She!did!a!marvellous!
job.!I!saved!the!costumes.!I!made!the!geisha!headdress!and!gown.!
!
4.!Was!Wanda’s!guise!a!means!of!indulging!a!fantasy!in!‘second!life’?!Was!it!meant!
to!be!sexually!appealing?!
!
Yes.!She!was!supposed!so!resemble!a!1990s!wonder!woman.!!
!
5.!How!long!did!it!take!to!make!Hiatus?!Were!there!specific!events!or!elements!that!
pushed!her!towards!second!life!or!virtual!reality?!
!
In!all!the!films!I!make!there!is!an!elaborate!background!to!each!character.!Madi!was!a!
female!working!in!a!primarily!male!software!company!with!computer!cubicles.!She,!
like!her!male!counterparts,!designed!games!in!their!leisure!time,!using!the!powerful!
processors!at!their!job.!In!the!end,!I!cut!a!scene!from!the!beginning!of!‘Hiatus’,!where!
Madi!makes!a!phone!call!to!a!friend!at!the!lab!asking!for!the!data!he!processed!over!
the!past!hours,!while!she!was!at!the!gym.!The!data!created!the!garden!she!seems!
surprised!to!see;!it’s!a!surprise!to!her.!!
!
Principle!photography!started!in!summer!of!1993,!and!because!I!was!using!my!school’s!
lighting!studio,!it!was!finished!in!spring!1994.!I!took!one!year!off!after!shooting!in!
1995,!for!personal!reasons.!The!animation!and!editing!took!three!years.!Hiatus!was!
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finished!in!the!summer!of!1999.!
!
6.!How!is!‘Hiatus’!an!‘identity!game’!as!you’ve!previously!described!it?!
!
In!‘Hiatus’,!the!feminist!drive!was!really!to!have!female!audiences!connect!with!the!
thinking!and!the!energy!of!a!female!character!to!see!how!a!character!could!work!
themselves!out!of!a!very!complex!situation.!I!wanted!to!really!emphasize!this!idea!of!
intuition!and!organic!thinking,!not!relying!on!models!but!on!a!more!innate!learning!
process.!So!it!wasn’t!really!a!feminist!film,!but!there!is!a!lot!of!revenge!when!Wanda!
takes!action!against!Wang.!!!
!
7.!What!is!the!reference!to!Wang’s!‘F/Pharmacological!adventure’?!
!!
Wang!turns!plants!into!drugs.!He!mines!her!fields,!takes!her!code!and!uses!if!for!his!
own!produce.!
!
8.!To!what!does!the!title!‘Hiatus’!refer?!Is!it!the!gap!between!the!two!worlds?!(I!think!
you!implied!this!with!the!reference!to!the!green!plane!in!the!film’s!Le!Magasin,!
Grenoble!installation)?!
!
Hiatus!in!the!Webster!dictionary!is!defined!as!a!gap,!a!break!in!action,!a!missing!part!in!
the!sequence.!
!
9.!Is!the!green!plane!installed!in!your!‘Hiatus’!room!in!Le!Magasin,!Grenoble!a!
sculpture,!or!a!prop,!or!how!would!you!classify!it?!
!
I!just!started!to!show!my!films!as!installations!this!June!2013!at!Kunsthalle!Bern.!But!I!
had!already!shown!installations!that!used!audio!looping,!programmed!lighting!and!
slide!sequences!in!the!early!1980s.!No!curator!ever!asked!me!to!install!one!of!my!films,!
although!it!was!always!my!intention.!The!props!in!Le!Magasin’s!‘Cinderella’!room!were!
actual!props!from!the!film!and!were!displayed!similarly!to!an!installation!at!the!New!
Museum,!New!York!in!the!late!1980s,!in!a!show!called!‘Damaged!Goods’,!curated!by!
Brian!Wallis,!who!was!then!the!museum’s!director.!However,!he!didn’t!want!me!to!
show!the!film!in!the!set.!The!plane!in!Le!Magasin’s!‘Hiatus’!room!is!the!first!time!I!have!
ever!used!a!nonYprop.!The!plane!represents!the!experience!of!being!ungrounded,!
between!places,!travel.!It!was!a!visualisation!of!the!title!for!me.!The!plane!needs!to!be!
larger!when!I!next!install!this!film.!It!was!cut!down!for!the!installation.!For!the!
installation,!I!also!edited!lot!of!Madi!sequences!and!tried!to!keep!it!the!world!of!her!
avatar.!!
!
10.!Are!there!particular!Mike!Kelley!works!to!which!you!felt!drawn,!particularly!in!
the!1970s!and!early!1980s,!prior!to!‘Blind!Country’!(1989)?!
!
Mike!Kelley!was!featured!in!Tony!Oursler’s!’EVOL’!(1984),!an!all!time!favourite!of!mine.!
At!Minneapolis!College!of!Art!and!Design!(MCAD)!he!made!a!tape!with!other!students!
called!‘Banana!Man’!(1983).!Performances!of!his!that!stand!out!for!me!include!‘Ajax!
the!Sublime’!(1984)!and!‘Pluto’s!Cave’!in!1985!at!Artists!Space,!which!was!recorded!on!
cassette!for!High!Performance!Magazine.!In!1987,!I!performed!in!the!chorus!for!
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‘Rothko’s!Chapel/!Pluto’s!Cave’!at!Hallwalls!in!Buffalo,!New!York.!It!was!recorded!for!
Tellus!Audio!Cassette!Magazine!by!Claudia!Gould,!Director!of!Hallwalls.!I!also!
collaborated!with!Mike!in!1981!on!a!project!titled!‘Spot!Syndrome’!for!the!small!
publication!New!Observations.!
!
11.!Can!you!explain!what!you!call!the!‘logical!systems’!with!which!you!structure!your!
work?!(Interestingly!and!perhaps!coincidentally!this!is!a!term!that!was!also!used!by!
Kelley,!cited!by!writer!Timothy!Martin!in!1992)…!!
!
[Beckman!answers!this!with!a!quote!from!Tim!Martin,!first!published!in!a!catalogue!for!
‘Headhunters’!curated!by!Martin,!Patti!Podesta!and!Bruce!Yonemoto!in!1983,!for!
VIDEOLACE!Gallery,!Los!Angeles:]!
!
‘The!structure!of!this!Beckman!trilogy!is!that!of!metonymy,!that!is,!attributes!and!
correlatives!substituting!for!signs,!constructing!a!zigzag!of!meaning.!Each!
sequential!element!is!perceived!not!next!to!each!other!but!on!top!of!each!other;!
a!newly!visible!impression!superimposed!on!the!retained!image.!Furiously!
animated!objects,!architecture!and!persons!are!presented!as!a!readyYmade!sign!
system,!into!which!a!subject!is!then!introduced.!Each!film!recounts!a!peculiar!
psychodrama,!whose!mise&en&scène!is!an!idiomatic!physical!world,!propelled!by!
repetitive!chants!and!reflexive!cadences.’!!
!
!
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!
Appendix!D!–!Beckman!Interview!4:!June!2014!
!
[Harbison!questions!in!bold]!
!
1.!I!wonder!if!you!consider!how!the!gap!depicted!in!'Hiatus'!between!a!woman's!
virtual!and!'real'!life,!transfers!into!the!experience!of!the!viewer?!!
!
I!grew!up!in!a!travelYbound!air!force!family.!I!never!lived!in!one!place!longer!than!two!
years!in!my!early!years.!I!think!‘Hiatus’!grew!out!of!that!experience!of!mobility.!It!also!
grew!out!of!the!type!of!play!I!needed!to!anchor!myself!at!that!early!age.!I!always!go!
back!to!girl’s!early!play!with!dolls!when!I!think!about!‘Hiatus’.!Having!that!play!in!my!
background!made!this!film!so!easy!to!envision.!We!used!dolls!to!stand!in!for!ourselves!
as!‘other’!at!an!early!age!and!develop!many!narratives!around!that!doll.!Many!of!my!
playmates!had!dolls!and!we!made!up!stories!of!where!we!travelled!and!how!set!up!
homes!in!farYaway!lands.!
!!
I!also!think!of!the!attention!we!paid!to!our!doll’s!wardrobe,!we!used!special!boxes!like!
wardrobe!closets!to!transport!our!players!from!house!to!house.!Each!doll!had!their!
own!personal!closet,!a!box!which!contained!all!their!favourite!clothes!and!play!things.!
It!was!like!a!coffin!come!to!life!once!opened.!This!opening!and!closing!of!the!box,!this!
makeYbelieve,!this!use!of!a!surrogate!player,!was!all!incorporated!into!Wanda’s!clothes!
and!especially!her!hairdo!which!was!a!doll’s!wig.!
!
2.!Do!you!consider!the!nuances!of!the!space!in!relation!to!aspects!of!the!work!when!
you!are!installing!it?!What!do!you!consider!the!different!impacts!of!screening!the!
work!in!a!gallery!or!the!screening!auditorium?!
!
‘Hiatus’!didn’t!show!in!the!Kunsthalle!Bern.!Fabrice![Stroun]!thought!the!film!was!so!
unlike!all!my!other!works!that!he!chose!to!leave!it!out.!I!shortened!‘Hiatus’!for!the!
installation!in!Grenoble.!You!saw!both!versions.!At!Tate!Modern,!it!was!the!fullYlength!
16mm!film!(30!minutes).!I!pulled!‘Hiatus’!out!of!ArtBasel!since!I!didn’t!like!the!scale!of!
the!plane!in!relation!to!the!screen!and!that!room.!Doing!these!different!variations!is!
giving!me!the!opportunity!to!rethink!how!it!plays!as!an!installation.!I!have!to!envision!a!
new!installation!for!this!film,!since!a!commercial!gallery!in!New!York!will!show!it!next!
year.!I!am!toying!with!a!computerised!game!board!floor.!The!thing!is!that!I!can’t!
update!the!film.!It!relies!on!the!date!and!context!it!refers!to.!That!limits!what!I!can!do!
with!the!piece.!I!am!thinking!about!exploring!through!drawings!some!of!the!
undeveloped!materials!in!the!film,!some!of!the!characters!like!the!Geisha!as!beanstalk,!
a!representative!of!the!Asia!markets!and!the!garden.!The!geisha!was!initially!designed!
a!beanstalk!geisha,!someone!who!represented!the!rising!stocks!(stalks)!of!the!panYAsia!
markets.!!I!have!a!lot!of!drawings!exploring!the!coupling!of!the!female!figure!with!the!
growth!of!a!beanstalk,!connecting!two!worlds!that!of!labour!below!and!corporate!
power!above.!
!
As!part!of!‘Hiatus’!exploration!in!the!1990’s!I!published!a!small!art!book!reYwrite!of!the!
Beanstalk!story.!A!gallery!can!explore!all!the!materials!that!remain!in!the!background!
of!the!film,!when!it!is!played!in!a!theatre!or!museum!screening!room.!Anyway,!I!can’t!
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project!too!far!forward!when!I!think!about!installation!for!‘Hiatus’.!Some!of!my!ideas!
where!well!chosen!for!the!Grenoble!show,!hanging!the!screen!in!middle!of!the!space!
and!the!illuminated!chroma!on!the!walls,!which!draw!the!colour!from!the!film!into!the!
space.!I!am!also!thinking!about!very!slight!changes!in!the!colour,!which!could!be!
flickering!in!the!room!with!the!film!playing,!like!alternating!colour!fields!around!the!
screen!edges.!!Very!subtle!colour!shifts.!!You!know!this!comes!from!my!imagining!what!
Paul!Shari!tried!to!do!with!his!16mm!projections!of!the!late!1960’s!and!early!1970’s.!I!
read!somewhere!that!he!used!aluminium!plates!on!the!walls!next!to!his!projection!
surface,!to!project!the!diffused!colour!into!the!room!and!onto!the!polished!floors.!
!
What!makes!a!commercial!space!very!different!is!that!there!has!to!be!something!to!
sell.!!I!am!not!interested!in!selling!film!stills!nor!am!I!interested!in!selling!video!signage!
of!looping!short!film!scenes.!I!would!be!very!interested!in!video!signage!if!there!was!
another!way!to!present!it!other!than!the!monitor!on!the!wall.!I!am!interested!in!the!
way!that!Claudia!Hart!goes!about!it!for!her!current!Bitforms!show.![www.bitforms.com!
/!www.claudiahart.com]!
!
3.!Has!your!thinking!about!how!best!to!show!work!changed!over!the!past!18!months,!
a!particularly!busy!time!for!you!in!terms!of!exhibitions?!!
!
I!am!sincerely!interested!in!a!making!a!new!project!that!is!a!game!piece!which!uses!
multiYscreens,!and!is!still!shot!on!superY8!and!16mm!film,!for!the!qualities!of!its!colour,!
texture,!softness!and!transparencies.!I!am!really!interested!in!trying!to!capture!the!
fleeting!spectator!by!placing!them!in!an!abstract!game!world!where!they!have!to!figure!
out!the!rules.!Knowing!something!about!true!game!design!I!would!make!it!very!
repetitive!and!build!up!a!rhythmical!experience!so!that!the!viewer!feels!aligned!with!
the!players!on!the!screens.!
!
I!don’t!want!the!viewer!to!get!tired!of!moving!their!head!back!and!forth!to!view!a!right!
and!a!left!screen,!or!have!to!feel!they!need!to!turn!around!all!the!time!to!take!in!the!
entire!space.!Rather!I!am!thinking!about!a!screen!system!so!the!film!is!specialised,!
taking!place!in!different!areas!or!dimensions!of!the!room!all!in!front!of!the!viewer.!So!it!
looks!to!the!viewer!that!they!are!in!a!large!space,!larger!than!an!actual!room.!I!want!to!
use!the!screen!to!extend!the!space!of!the!room!in!various!dimensions.!I!want!to!have!
the!viewer!realise!that!they!are!directly!implicated!in!the!action!of!the!game,!with!a!
careful!space!floor!plan,!rhythmic!structures!and!the!game!rules,!objectives!and!
outcomes.!
!
4.!Does!how!you!plan!installations!differ!to!the!late!1970s!and!early!1980s,!when!
perhaps!the!focus!was!more!on!film!festivals?!There!was!a!particular!political!claim!
to!how!London!and!New!York!Filmmakers!CoCOps!operated!in!the!1960s!and!1970s,!
particularly!how!films!were!collectivised!(in!London),!archived!and!distributed.!I!
wonder!if!that!political!ambition!(of!autonomy!from!but!yet!agency!within!the!
market)!had!any!appeal!to!you!or!whether!the!practicalities!of!distribution!were!a!
means!to!an!end?!!
!
Are!you!asking!if!I!liked!my!work!to!be!distributed!without!my!agency?!No,!actually.!I!
loved!touring!with!the!work,!coming!in!contact!with!the!audience,!putting!the!films!in!
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the!NY!film!makers!coop!or!Canyon!Cinema!was!just!a!way!to!store!it.!Now!this!
question!really!begs!the!obvious:!are!there!differences!between!distribution!outlets?!
Yes,!and!it’s!a!big!difference.!EAI![Electronic!Arts!Intermix]!does!a!lot!to!promote!the!
work!in!their!collection.!So!does!Video!Data!Bank.!LUX!does!even!a!better!job.!I!think!
the!New!York!Film!Coop!needs!to!be!revitalized,!and!actually!all!of!the!US!needs!to!pay!
attention!to!what!is!working!better!in!the!UK.!It!is!my!understanding!that!there!is!an!
allegiance!between!galleries!and!LUX.!
!
I!can’t!stand!the!whole!history!of!the!American!avantYgarde!and!how!it!had!to!separate!
itself!from!larger!cultural!contexts.!That!isolationism!helped!to!preserve!and!protect!a!
certain!type!of!work!that!had!its!place!in!the!art!world!alongside!serial!art!works,!
conceptual!art!works,!language!and!photoYtext!based!work,!for!whatever!reason!the!
art!world!at!the!time!was!unwilling!to!support!and!nurture.!My!peers!and!myself!had!
to!overcome!this,!and!we!lost!years!of!recognition!due!to!this!divide.!Even!now,!only!a!
few!galleries!in!the!US!are!trying!to!promote!and!sell!timeYbased!work.!
!
5.!How!did!the!practicalities!of!showing!work!impact!you!and!your!peers?!!
!
Most!of!my!peers!went!on!to!successful!gallery!careers!and!stopped!making!timeY
based!work.!!Those!experimental!filmmakers!who!continued!(Leslie!Thornton,!Lewis!
Klahr,!Phil!Solomon,!Luther!Price)!struggled!with!the!limits!of!what!we!could!do,!with!
how!few!screenings!we!could!get,!how!little!money!could!be!earned,!and!especially!
how!thwarting!the!‘views!of!the!avantYgarde’!were!to!become!in!their!scope.!It’s!all!in!
the!curatorial!practice!to!make!opportunities!for!moving!imageYwork.!Everyone!in!this!
peer!group!is!starting!just!recently!to!show!in!commercial!galleries!(Pat!O’Neill!at!
Cherry!Martin!Gallery!in!Los!Angeles!and!he!is!in!his!late!seventies).!I!think!a!lot!of!my!
peers!feel!that!we!missed!out!on!about!twenty!years!from!the!1990s!through!early!
2000s,!of!having!a!healthy!productive!career,!exhibiting!in!contexts!other!than!in!
festivals!and!small!microYcinemas.!I!think!the!Internet!has!really!opened!all!the!arts!to!
a!viewership!that!never!existed.!The!timeYbased!curatorial!possibilities!are!widening.!
More!work!is!screened!and!cycled!through!screening!centres,!more!programs!are!
being!curated!for!group!shows,!yet!in!the!US!the!commercial!gallery!is!still!lagging.!
!
6.!How!do!you!feel!the!art!institution!(museum,!gallery,!foundation)!deals!with!
artists'!films!now,!as!opposed!to!in!the!1980s?!Is!it!getting!any!better?!
!
In!the!early!1980s!I!had!one!gallery!director!after!another!coming!to!do!studio!visits,!
sometimes!two!to!three!times,!as!in!the!case!of![commercial!gallery!director]!Mary!
Boone.!By!1983!people!stopped!coming!except!for!a!few!curators!from!Europe.!I!
remember!Helene!Wiener’s!associate!looking!at!my!film!stills!and!announcing!that!
they!were!documentation!and!that!only!the!films!were!the!art,!and!that!the!gallery!
couldn’t!support!this!kind!of!production.!This!was!when!Metro!Pictures!was!being!
established.!The!few!curators!who!wanted!to!put!me!in!show!with!my!contemporaries!
did!so!but!screened!me!in!the!museum!auditorium,!or!in!the!case!of!The!New!
Museum,!I!had!a!small!installation!of!props!at!the!museum!entrance!but!not!in!the!
main!galleries.!It!was!humbling!to!say!the!least.!I!made!large!drawings!and!larger!
photographs!to!exhibit!as!film!posters,!to!draw!my!work!out!of!the!auditorium!into!the!
gallery,!but!no!curator!wanted!to!do!it.!It!was!basically!the!same!reaction!as!Helene’s!
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assistant.!!
!
‘Hiatus’!took!a!long!time!to!produce!because!I!wrote!many,!many!computer!stories,!
Virtual!Reality!scenarios!before!going!into!production.!I!wanted!to!be!sure!that!I!felt!
comfortable!with!reality!and!nonYreality!coYmingling!in!a!film.!I!also!did!commercial!
work!in!the!1990’s,!which!made!its!way!into!the!film!‘Hiatus’.!!Some!of!the!animation!I!
designed!and!shot!for!Julia!Heyward’s!commercial!work!was!used!for!‘Hiatus’,!and!sets!
from!an!Installation!at!the!Hirshhorn!Museum!was!used!for!the!film.!
!
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!
Appendix!E–!Ericka!Beckman’s!Wexner!Center!Lecture!Notes!!
Part!1:!Cinderella!
!
Let!me!tell!you!of!some!of!the!versions!I!found!of!the!tale.!Cinderella!was!NOT!
interested!in!going!to!the!palace!ball!except!to!prove!that!she!is!worthy!to!her!sisters.!
Cinderella!was!NOT!interested!in!going!to!the!palace!ball!to!get!a!man.!Her!sisters!
forced!her!to!go!there.!She!tried!to!give!the!Cinderella!dress!away!but!couldn’t!manage!
to!do!so.!In!the!different!versions,!Cinderella!dresses!as!a!boy!or!an!old!woman!in!
order!to!survive!poverty.!Then,!after!she!proves!herself!dependable!and!worthy,!she!
tries!to!show!her!womanhood.!Cinderella!rises!through!the!ranks!of!the!court!and!
starts!playing!guessing!games!with!the!Prince,!who!cannot!recognise!her!out!of!her!
gown.!Usually!the!mother!recognises!Cinderella!and!forces!the!marriage.!!
!
Let’s!deconstruct!the!Cinderella!myth!according!to!Charles!Perrault,!who!wrote!
children’s!stories!for!the!court!of!Louis!XIV,!before!the!revolution.!!
1. Cinderella’s!real!problem!is!that!she!had!no!father!to!‘give’!her!away!to!a!worthy!
man.!Living!in!poverty!meant!she!could!never!marry!a!wealthy!man!or!transcend!
her!class.!If!every!woman!aspired!to!have!the!freedom!to!economically!advance,!
she!could!only!do!that!in!marriage.!
2. Cinderella!plays!the!innocent!on!the!edge!of!womanhood,!living!in!a!home!of!
poverty!among!competitive,!confused!women.!
3. How!can!you!write!a!story!that!gives!women!hope!and!preserves!the!walled!
society?!
!
The!Cinderella!myth!creates!a!false!woman!–!a!girl!in!a!gown!who!is!worthy!of!the!
prince.!The!myth!also!creates!a!test!for!the!Prince.!Is!he!worthy!of!carrying!on!the!
culture?!Can!he!choose!from!many!women,!one!who!the!culture!deems!a!worthy!
partner?!The!myth!presents!a!fitting!challenge:!Cinderella!is!chosen!not!for!who!she!is!
but!for!her!false!self.!A!copy!of!her!is!taken!and!celebrated;!it!goes!on!record!like!a!
marriage.!The!story!I!used!was!one!about!a!girl!who!lacked!experience!in!the!outside!
world!and!her!situation!was!so!bad!(without!a!mother,!a!father,!just!confused!sisters!in!
a!poverty!stricken!household)!that!she!had!to!leave!and!make!it!on!her!own.!She!must!
pass!a!test!of!her!own!to!determine!her!own!self!worth!and!this!involves!bypassing!
what!people!tell!her!to!do,!shifting!her!identity!many!times,!through!many!disguises,!
jobs!and!social!encounters!until!she!has!established!her!own!confidence!and!
engenders!selfYrespect.!Then!she!becomes!recognised.!!
!
My!research!into!the!350!variants!of!the!Cinderella!story!led!me!to!believe!that!what!
Disney!carefully!extracted!were!the!elements!the!most!sympathetic!to!a!patriarchal!
society,!a!version!that!ignored!the!many!aspects!of!the!story!that!dealt!with!conflicts!
woman!has!within!her!own!sexuality,!acculturation!and!power.!But!I!had!succeeded!in!
finding!a!folktale!that!could!be!a!metaphor!for!women!and!technology!that!could!
represent!women’s!place!in!the!history!of!industry.!It!was!easy!to!overlay!the!symbols!
of!the!story!with!industrial!and!postYindustrial!motifs.!The!Forge!is!an!extension!of!the!
HEARTH!in!the!factory.!The!Forge!makes!a!comment!on!the!feminisation!of!
technology.!Technology!has!had!a!contradictory!effort!on!women’s!lives.!It!has!
increased!the!opportunity!for!new!jobs,!but!it!down!graded!and!deskilled!the!level!of!
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worker!to!attend!to!those!new!machines.!Technology!is!often!given!a!feminine!or!
cartoon!identity,!to!seduce!the!user!into!thinking!of!it!as!desirable!or!benign.!If!we!
define!femininity!as!the!representation!of!a!gendered!body,!and!intelligence!as!the!
autonomous!potential!of!technology!and!mental!functioning,!their!union!underscores!
the!artificiality!of!each;!nothing!in!their!union!refers!to!nature,!which!has!traditionally!
defined!women’s!essential!self.!!
!
Robotics/Industry/No!woman!on!factory!floor!
!
My!Cinderella!works!a!lowYearning!job!that!keeps!her!from!realising!her!own!
intelligence!and!creative!potential.!She!does!not!know!how!to!act!independently!of!a!
patriarchal!structure!so!she!must!try!things!on!her!own!and!learn!she!can!provide!for!
herself.!Cinderella!derails!Daddy’s!little!girl!to!a!femme!fatale.!!
!
I!will!now!discuss!what!game!means!to!me,!why!I!make!films!that!are!based!on!games!
and!how!and!where!story!and!game!are!rooted!in!the!same!structure.!The!game!allows!
me!to!build!an!abstract!world!where!problems!are!foreYgrounded!and!are!worked!out!
by!the!players!outside!the!constraints!of!reality.!The!game!is!a!symbolic!realm!that!can!
carry!with!it!more!philosophical!and!deeply!psychological!meaning.!If!the!audience!can!
understand!the!symbols!of!the!game!and!absorb!the!performance!of!the!player!doing!
this!ritual!task,!my!hope!is!that!the!audience!will!feel!the!power!of!that!challenge,!
transformation!and!achievement.!I!would!prefer!that!my!audience!identify!with!
players!in!sports!rather!than!with!stars!in!films.!
!
The!Game!and!the!Folk!Tale:!Each!stage!of!the!game!has!a!problem!in!it!that!requires!a!
solution.!A!player!can!acquire!a!goal!or!break!through!the!problem!by!enlarging!the!
schema!at!that!stage!of!the!game,!by!internalizing!the!problems!and!inventing!new!
means!to!see!them!or!solve!them.!By!doing!this!you!can!enlarge!the!meaning!of!the!
game.!!What!kind!of!game!did!she!play?!In!a!game!of!multiple!choice!answers!to:!
!
!!!!!!!!!What!do!you!want?!
!!!!!!!!!To!get!a!great!dress?!
!!!!!!!!!To!be!with!the!Prince?!
!!!!!!!!!To!get!a!home?!
!
Will!you!keep!the!dress!!
get!to!the!Ball!!
dance!with!the!right!guy!
give!by!a!chance!
bring!him!home!
!
Cinderella!chooses!none!of!the!above!but!lets!the!game!play!itself!out.!An!example!of!
this!is!when!you!discover!the!logic!behind!a!‘personality’!test,!and!you!provide!the!
consistent!answers!in!order!to!get!out!of!the!analysis!and!on!with!your!life.!But!
Cinderella!comments!on!the!nature!of!her!work!and!how!connected!that!is!to!her!
femininity!and!pronounces!her!awareness!that!her!mistaken!identity!has!produced!a!
cultural!commodity.!
!
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Appendix!F!–!Ericka!Beckman’s!Wexner!Center!Lecture!Notes!
Part!2:!Virtual!Reality,!Interactivity!and!‘Hiatus’!
!
I!am!interested!in!how!the!rules!of!a!game!impose!structures!on!the!player!and!how,!
with!‘interactivity’,!the!player!is!better!able!to!use!those!rules!to!create!their!own!
satisfying!version!of!the!game,!as!opposed!to!simply!adapting!to!these!rules!in!the!
game,!and!achieving!in!spite!of!them.!In!an!interactive!environment,!we!step!over!the!
line!between!text!and!the!self,!and!escape!the!constraints!of!our!own!consciousness.!
However,!the!emotions!we!feel!are!real!and!not!those!emotions!we,!as!an!audience,!
feel!vicariously!in!the!confines!of!the!cinema.!With!‘!interactivity’,!in!place!of!the!
invented!or!exclusive!story,!we!start!to!regenerate!the!oral!tradition!in!storytelling,!
altered!by!the!spokesperson!and!context,!freely!exchanged!and!circulated.!!
!
In!this!presentation,!I!will!to!discuss!three!types!of!‘interactivity’:!
!
1. Linear!choices:!This!idea!of!interactivity!is!based!on!the!traditional!TV!edit!and!
broadcast!control!with!its!numerous!feeds!and!receptacle!channels.!There!are!a!
series!of!narrative!loops!in!an!exitYless!maze,!without!hierarchies.!You!just!keep!
moving!along!linear!tracks,!cutting!back!and!forth,!in!and!out!of!the!maze!at!
various!points.!The!player!makes!a!map!of!the!time/space!spent!in!the!game.!
2. StrategyYbased!interaction:!If!people!can!have!access!to!the!controls!and!codes!
and!can!build!up!their!own!icons!and!pathways!to!interact!with!the!structure!of!
these!controls,!then!they!can!fully!develop!their!own!strategies.!A!narrative!is!
created!by!juxtaposition.!If!someone!organises!these!bits,!a!narrative!will!
emerge!
3. MultiYvocalism:!Participants!can!create!their!own!narrative!as!they!go,!and!
through!these!narratives,!interact!with!other!people!who!also!log!onto!the!
game!network.!A!new!culture!is!created!through!these!narratives.!!
!
I!want!to!see!a!person!effect!the!rules!in!the!game,!not!just!respond!in!a!feedback!
‘push’!button,!in!a!linear!sequence.!Instead,!participants!should!discover!what!
responses!they!may!have!and!how!they!can!loop!those!responses!back!into!the!game.!
Right!now,!we!are!stuck!at!a!stage!where!we!coordinate!our!strategies!to!achieve!a!
goal!in!a!ruleYbased!system.!My!goal!within!the!work!is!to!have!a!player!internalise!the!
situation,!absorb!the!game!itself!and!with!exposed!tools!create!their!adventure!and!
new!outcome,!invent!a!solution!to!a!problem!in!the!game.!!
!
As!regards!Virtual!Reality,!like!Jaron!Lanier,!I!am!predominately!concerned!with!its!
promises!for!communication!and!of!facilitating!a!shared!imagination!capable!of!
building!a!world!rather!than!talking!about!it.!Addressing!the!controversial!implications!
of!this!new!medium,!I!will!explore!an!alternative!viewpoint!to!the!theory!that!rapid!
advancement!in!‘intelligent!tools’!reflects!man’s!deep!wish!to!be!dominated!by!
machine.!I!have!a!more!positive!vision!suggesting!how!interactive!technology!can!
enhance!a!sense!of!presence,!of!belonging!to!and!extending!from!nature.!The!
implications!of!this!new!technology!are!controversial.!!
!
In!researching!the!film,!I!visited!several!research!facilities,!both!military!and!civilian,!
and!interYviewed!scientists!working!with!simulating!technology.!In!1989,!met!with!
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Scott!Fischer,!chief!scientist!in!charge!of!the!View!Lab,!NASA’s!interactive!robotics!
division!and!Ron!Reisman,!a!systems!engineer!for!NASA’s!flight!simulators.!I!worked!
with!Jaron!Lanier,!the!inventor!of!computerized!clothing,!including!the!Data!Glove!and!
EyePhone.!I!was!invited!to!attend!Siggraph’90,!and!Cyberthon,!a!threeYday!conference!
on!Virtual!Reality!sponsored!by!WholeEarth!Magazine,!where!I!met!Sense8,!HIT!LAB!
and!the!North!Carolina!University!team.!Through!these!valuable!interviews!and!
exchanges!I!was!able!to!construct!a!history!of!the!physio/!psycho/!perceptual!research!
behind!this!new!technology.!More!importantly,!for!the!purposes!of!this!film,!I!
uncovered!a!controversy!that!lies!at!heart!of!technology’s!emergence!in!the!private!
sector,!a!conflict!that!divides!scientists!along!economic!and!philosophical!lines.!At!one!
end!of!the!spectrum,!supporters!of!Virtual!Reality!believe!its!main!contribution!to!
society!lies!in!its!ability!to!increase!man’s!power!over!nature.!Jaron!Lanier!and!several!
others!hold!the!opposite!position,!believing!that!Virtual!Reality,!integrated!or!
embedded!within!man’s!nervous!system,!will!allow!him!to!experience!nature!as!an!
integrated!mind/body!whole,!thus!breaking!him!from!the!powerful!paradigm!of!
communication!and!interaction,!a!power!that!has!steadily!drained!from!culture!since!
the!advent!of!passive!viewing!broadcast!and!information!gathering!technologies.!!
!
There!are!of!course!related!issues!of!privacy!and!provokes!debates!about!privacy!by!
which!personal!data!is!scavenged!and!converted!into!someone!else’s!‘intelligence’.!
‘Hiatus’!is!a!story!about!the!coordination!between!technology!and!technical!
experience!and!how!it!becomes!subject!to!corporate!control.!Like!cyberpunk!novels!it!
shares!the!basic!vision!of!a!postYhuman!existence!where!technology!and!the!human!
are!understood!in!contiguous!rather!than!in!oppositional!terms.!!
!
‘Hiatus’!presents!a!technological!encounter!on!the!Internet,!where!genderYissues!
follow!a!woman!online.!Using!the!net!has!a!profound!impact!on!people,!they!converse!
and!interact!more!frankly:!there!is!innate!equality!of!openness!to!the!message!board.!
The!darker!side!of!the!net!is!that!one!person!can!hog!a!lot!of!attention!and!interfere!
with!the!process!of!decisionYmaking.!!It!can!take!four!times!as!long!to!reach!a!group!
decision!on!the!net!than!it!does!faceYtoYface.!But!faceYtoYface!social!encounters!
include!more!factors!to!do!with!race,!sex,!rank;!aspects!of!human!identities!that!
determine!and!often!influence!proceedings.!Some!women!prefer!to!obscure!their!
genders,!to!deny!their!bodies,!in!order!to!communicate!more!effectively.!For!some!
women,!it’s!not!worth!the!effort.!Regardless,!for!men!it!is!never!noticed.!Any!
communication!outside!the!normal!is!handled!within!hierarchies,!within!power!
structures.!!
!
In!terms!of!technology!and!the!body,!Fredric!Jameson!says!that!postmodern!
hyperspace!has!finally!succeeded!in!transcending!the!capabilities!of!the!human!body!
to!locate!itself,!to!organise!its!immediate!surroundings!perceptually,!and!to!cognitively!
map!its!position!into!an!external!world.!The!body!therefore!disappears.!‘Hiatus’!is!a!
postYfeminist!portrayal!of!empowered!female!bodies!playing!off!and!against!repressed!
and!hysterical!male!bodies.!Wanda!is!Madi’s!construct,!a!coded!masquerade!of!the!
feminine!presence,!belonging!to!and!an!extension!of!nature.!Wang!is!a!member!of!a!
corporate!class!who!will!never!risk!his!own!skin.!He!can’t!exist!outside!an!organization.!
He!is!a!real!Virtual!Reality!type,!a!powerYtrigger,!out!to!play!all!sorts!of!mind!games!in!
the!name!of!absolute!individualism.!He!is!an!entrepreneurial!type!who!works!
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transactions!on!the!net.!He!exists!to!takeover!the!nest!that!is!built!up!by!a!visualiser!
like!Wanda.!!
!
In!‘Hiatus’,!it’s!up!to!Madi!to!restore!the!original!situation,!which!is!an!ecological!
metaphor,!whereby!a!native!ecology!has!been!usurped!and!damaged.!Madi!must!
figure!out!how!to!restore!that!ecological!and!value!system.!She!resolves!that!if!you!
can’t!go!backwards!and!restore!its!original!state,!then!you!have!to!establish!a!new!
harmony!that!maintains!some!aspect!of!the!original!within!a!new!structure.!There!is!no!
nostalgia!for!the!past.!!
!
Regarding!human!nature,!as!the!individual!is!becoming!more!integrated!into!
technology!and!we!loose!this!space/time!identity,!culture!finds!within!it!a!new!tension.!
Man!has!to!become!more!aware!and!critical!of!his!relation!to!nature!as!technology!
becomes!more!integrated!in!his/her!personal!life!and!in!his/her!workplace.!Faced!with!
proliferating!computer!practices!in!the!workplace,!we!are!asked!to!question!the!new!
Silicon![Valley]!Order.!In!‘Hiatus’,!I!try!to!examine!the!romance!of!outlaw!technology,!
of!humanYmachine!interfaces.!The!personal!story!of!one!woman’s!journey!becomes!a!
model!for!the!culture!trying!to!reYestablish!its!connection!to!nature!ecology!in!this!
time!of!X.!But!the!question!is,!who!counts?!I!hope!to!offer!a!vision!of!technological!
embodiment!that!is!consistent!with!a!gendered!history!of!technology,!a!myth!where!
technology!represents!the!means!of!communication!and!connection!with!other!
bodies,!rather!than!the!means!to!escape!from!the!body.!!
!
The!ultimate!challenge!women!face!is!to!harness!the!power!of!technological!
knowledge!to!a!feminist!agenda!while!struggling!against!the!subordination!of!
technology!and!labour!for!private!corporate!interests.!The!aim!is!to!empower!those!
workers!in!technology!and!enable!them!to!work!for!the!right!kind!of!social!change.!In!
the!age!of!intelligent!machines!and!ubiquitous!computing,!a!multiplicity!is!called!for!
that!acknowledges!power!differentials!but!is!not!ruled!by!them,!that!reduces!
differences!and!that!understands!gender!as!automated!and!intelligent,!a!being!capable!
of!achieving!some!kind!of!autonomy!from!both!biological!sex!and!a!rationalistic!
tradition.!Haraway’s!female!cyborg!releases!the!female!body!to!nature!and!merges!
body!and!machine!to!produce!female!intelligence.!!
!
‘Hiatus’!is!a!30Yminute!experimental!narrative!about!a!young!woman!who!plays!an!
‘interactive’!online!computer!game!and!encounters!in!the!‘cyberspace’!of!her!
computer!an!assortment!of!loggedYon!game!players!and!game!identities!who!trick!and!
confuse!her.!An!aggressive!male!character!Wang!logs!on!and!appears!as!an!aide,!only!
to!deceive!her.!To!confront!this!powerful!takeYover!artist,!she!must!rely!on!her!
‘organic’!memory!and!is!forced!to!establish!some!psychological!boundaries!to!protect!
her!identity!and!preserve!her!freedom.!‘Hiatus’!is!a!‘Wizard!of!Oz’!idea.!This!
constellation!of!female!types!goes!on!a!journey!(away!from!home,!an!accidental!trip!to!
the!wasteland)!to!seek!what!they!think!they!need,!a!mind,!a!heart/desire,!some!
courage/strength.!They!go!to!the!tech!green!city!to!see!a!paternal!wizard,!only!to!find!
him!out!to!be!a!facade,!someone!who!could!not!make!contact!with!reality.!But!the!girls!
aren’t!wise!enough!yet!to!understand!the!false!god/tech/man!and!analyse!the!tests!he!
gives!them.!Instead,!by!performing!these!actions!they!get!over!what!is!preventing!
them!from!recognising!the!power!of!their!minds,!hearts,!courage!and!strength.!!
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!
‘Hiatus’!pictures!how!a!fictional!near!future!television!will!also!be!the!means!of!
annexing!online!computer!games.!Its!primary!audience!is!young!women,!ages!eighteen!
to!twentyYfive,!who!are!experiencing!problems!of!identity,!sexual!harassment!and!
discrimination,!when!facing!the!demands!of!the!workplace.!‘Hiatus’!aims!to!empower!
them!at!this!critical!stage!in!their!psychological!development!with!selfYesteem!and!selfY
reliance.!I!have!invented!a!game!for!girls!that!encourages!creative!problem!solving!and!
intuition,!to!be!critical!of!and!discriminate!between!dominant!cultural!myths!of!
empowerment,!especially!technology’s!promise!to!provide!the!means!for!individual!
empowerment.!‘Hiatus’!is!also!a!critique!of!the!entertainment!driven!venture!into!
‘interactive’!game!development!targeted!at!a!young!male!audience,!offering!a!
proliferating!array!of!combat!and!defense!games.!From!my!knowledgeable!sources,!
the!equivalent!age!female!audience!is!underYserved!by!these!game!developers.!!
!
!
!
!
!
